
 

SLVTB0318 

SLVTB Wireless Controller (Run-back Timer and Adjustable 
Thermostat - Battery-powered) 

Provides similar functions and benefits as the SLVT controller except SLVTB is battery-

powered. Status indicators are shown on the screen. 
 

The SLVTB has a run-back timer mode and setback mode can be easily configured during installation. The main 

button is used to switch the SLVTB to active heating mode. In this mode, the SLVTB acts as an adjustable 

thermostat. Comfort temperature is adjusted using the temperature control buttons, however, they cannot increase it 

beyond a maximum comfort temperature set by the building owners or operators. 

In run-back timer mode, the SLVTB acts as a 4-stage run-back timer where the heating period will be active until the 

run-back timer expires. There is a choice of three time periods available: 5, 15 or 30 minutes. When the button is 

pressed four times, this takes the run-back time period to 20, 60 or 120 minutes. 

 Powered by two ‘AAA’ 1.5V batteries 

 Can operate multiple SL heaters 

 2 operating modes: 

 Temperature and Timer Control: Controller acts 
as a 4 stage run-back timer where heating 
period will be active until run-back timer 
expires. Target room temperature can be set 
using temperature control buttons. 

 Temperature Control: Features temperature 
control for comfort and setback periods. 

 Choice of 3 time periods in Temperature and Timer 
mode: 5, 15 or 30 minutes 

 Comfort temperature will maintain the set room 
temperature 

 Setback mode can be used for frost protection or 
maintaining a minimum room temperature 

 Display screen shows actual room temperature, 
except briefly when either of the two temperature 
control buttons are pressed, the new target room  
temperature is then temporarily displayed. 

 In Temperature and Timer mode, pressing the main 
button will briefly display time remaining. Pressing it 
again adds on the pre-set time segment to the run-
back timer. 

 Active heating mode is indicated by a letter 
displayed on the left side of the display screen:-  

 't' - Displayed in run-back timer mode when the 
heating is active and flashes when comfort 
temperature is reached. 

Model No. Height Depth Width 

SLVTB 86 26 85 

Dimensions (mm): 

Button press x 1 Button press x 2 Button press x 3 Button press x 4 

Time period 

selected (minutes) 

Heating period 

(minutes) 

Heating period 
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Heating period 

(minutes) 

Heating period 

(minutes) 

5 5 10 15 20 

15 15 30 45 60 

30 30 60 90 120 

Timer Mode with time period selection: 

 ‘h’ - Displayed in standard mode when heating 
is activated and flashes when the comfort 
temperature is reached. 

 Can set display for either Celsius or Fahrenheit 

 Can set maximum comfort temperature 

 Variable comfort control for user to adjust the 
temperature below the maximum comfort 
temperature 

 Easy operation 

 Fits onto any standard single gang box 

Temperature 
control buttons 

Main control 
button 

Note: Supplied with single gang box and 2 ‘AAA’ 1.5V batteries. 


